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Boughton Golf Club
The Background

Stormport were successful in winning a project for Boughton Golf Club (www.boughtongolf.co.uk/) in 
Faversham, Kent. This growing golf club expanded their hospitality facilities to accommodate their continued 
growth as a wedding venue. Aware of the competitive market for connections, Boughton Golf Club contacted 
Stormport to obtain a proposal for the connection work required.

The Challenge

Phase one of the project was to install new, state of the art kitchen facilities, followed by phase two which was 
the construction of a new 40-room hotel on the site. This development will bring more business to the club, and 
also enlarge the capacity of the venue - requiring a significant upgrade for the electricity connection, in order to 
cope with the progress and growth.

Their existing power was restricted to just 70kvA and they were fed from a small pole mounted substation to 
an overhead line that ran through the site. Stormport replaced this with a new 500kVA ground mounted unit 
substation, installed a 300mm² service cable to the golf club and then installed and commissioned the large 
power metering facilities.
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The Result

With tight timescales, Stormport worked swiftly and effectively to deliver the upgraded connection on time; a 
VIP wedding at the end of April 2016 made this a non-negotiable target for a set power-on date.

Firstly we provided plans for the builder on-site to construct the substation base. Once completed, we installed 
the brand new substation equipment and GPP enclosure. High and low voltage cables were then installed in 
preparation for the substation. 

On the day of the switch on, the existing high voltage network was made dead, safe to work on allowing our 
staff to make all the necessary cable connections. We installed the specialist metering panel and liaised with the 
chosen energy supplier, so that the all important meter could be installed on the same day, to enable Boughton 
Golf Club to switch on the new kitchen.  

Testimonial
 
Tim Barton at Pentland Homes, owners of Boughton Golf Club, said: 

“We received an excellent service, I cannot fault the level of support throughout the project and Stormport’s 
technical expertise is excellent. They kept us informed every step of the way; it was a pleasure to deal with 
Stormport.”
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